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Genome Evolution Gene And Genome
DNA extracted from cave dirt is reshaping our understanding of prehistory and could help answer some of human evolution's biggest mysteries.
How Neanderthal DNA from cave dirt is revealing details about how early humans lived
A team at UCSF, in collaboration with colleagues at Stanford University, has unearthed the regulatory DNA sequences of our archaic human ancestors in a discovery that sheds light on how we diverged ...
Ancient DNA Sequences Reveal How Modern Humans Diverged from Neanderthals
They found that the phage DNA behaved oddly when its two helical strands were melted apart. The bond that forms between G and C bases breaks at a higher temperature, compared with that joining A and T ...
Weird viral DNA spills secrets to biologists
Luke Dunning receives funding from The Natural Environment Research Council. Little did biologist Gregor Mendel know that his experiments with sweet peas in a monastery garden in Brno, Czech Republic, ...
Natural GM: how plants and animals steal genes from other species to accelerate evolution
The new boss at the Bridge has turned around not just results, but an on-pitch mentality in the biggest of games ...
Champions League final is proof of fast evolution of Chelsea’s DNA under Thomas Tuchel
The first civilizations to build monumental palaces and urban centers in Europe are more genetically homogenous than expected, according to the first study to sequence whole genomes gathered from ...
Ancient DNA reveals origin of first Bronze Age civilizations in Europe
Scientists grew seven Judean date palm trees from a few dozen 2,000-year-old seeds that were recovered from an Israeli desert. They found a rich intermingling of genetics across the ages, with a ...
Scientists Sprouted 2,000-Year-Old Date Palm Seeds to Study Their DNA
‘Analysis of DNA found in soil could have the potential to expand the narrative about everything from the evolution of species to developments in climate change’ – PROF ESKE WILLERSLEV ...
DNA sequencing from soil heralded as ‘moon landing of genomics’
"Obtaining DNA from cave sediments is a remarkable achievement and offers a tremendous way to unravel the later developments in human evolution," said Richard Potts, director of the Human Origins ...
Neanderthal DNA Unearthed from Dirt
Per findings published in a research paper in Nature Ecology & Evolution, segments of Neanderthal DNA suggest that it is more than 45,000 years old. Researchers refer to the skull as Zlatý kůň ...
This nasty old skull, the oldest human genome, and a cow DNA mistake
Because of their high mutation potential, some evolutionists propose that areas of dark DNA could be “an underappreciated mechanism” driving the pace and direction of evolution. In fact ...
Latest Mystery in the World of Genetics: Dark DNA
Scientists have extracted Neanderthal nuclear DNA from cave sediments for the first time, greatly improving the scope of ancient DNA research to include whole populations. Ancient DNA preserved in ...
Neanderthal nuclear DNA unlocks ancient human history
Home DNA testing has become a cultural phenomenon — with at least 37 million test kits sold in America — and the San Francisco Bay Area is central to its evolution, implications and potential. Bay ...
Bay Area playing big role in the future of home DNA testing
The dirt scattered across the floor of an ancient, remote cave in Mexico has yielded a new source of viable ancient DNA. For the first time, scientists have sequenced ancient DNA from soil samples - ...
Ancient Bear DNA Sequenced From Old Cave Dirt in Historic First For Science
A related paper in Nature Ecology and Evolution explores DNA extracted from the skull of a modern human in Zlatý kůň, Czechia. It's possible this individual preceded the Bacho Kiro three but ...
Oldest DNA From Modern Humans In Europe Suggests Recent Neanderthal Ancestors
It could rewrite what we know about everything from evolution to climate change. A team of scientists led by Cambridge researchers recreated the genomes of animals, plants and bacteria of microscopic ...
'Moon landing' of genetic science as bear DNA sequenced from cave dirt
Fossilised remains of ancient humans such as Neanderthals are rare Researchers developed a technique to extract and analyse DNA from cave sediments The method can help archaeologists piece ...
Neanderthal DNA extracted from cave dirt shows population movements 100,000 years ago
Multi-site study of pediatric and adult patients shows cfDNA holds promise as a non-invasive biomarker to assess for risk of rejection following heart transplantation.
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